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Anumang bagay ay maisasakatuparan niya.
The double, the shadow, the negative image of the great adventure of the New World.

Caetano Veloso, *Verdade tropical*
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A Note on Spelling and Translation

Portuguese orthography is notoriously irregular. In the pages that follow – and with occasional exceptions – I have changed the spelling and accentuation of various Portuguese words to correspond to the guidelines set forth in the orthographic accord of 1990. For personal names, I have generally followed the spelling currently used to catalog materials at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon. Where Spanish is concerned, I have – again, with some exceptions – followed the Diccionario Real de la Lengua Española. All translations are my own unless otherwise noted. Where the Spanish Hapsburgs are mentioned, I have followed convention and used the Anglicized version of their names, with roman numerals indicating their succession in the Portuguese line (so I use “Philip I” not “Filipe I” or “Philip II of Spain”).
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